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PREFACE

The Teachincand Learning Process has been written with the needs and

interests of pre-osery ice and in-service educators in mind Because of the scope

and objectives of this paiticular monograph, the primary emphasis will-be
given to the identification phase of the process. This monograph is an
attempt to examine both the theoretidal and practical elements of the
process in which classroom teachers are involved throughout their

professional lives. It is also an attempt to seek the commonalities among all
educational levels. While designed for the individual teacher, the text is
suitable for undergraduate and graduate courses and practicums or as a
workshop or in-service refeferlse for teachers and administrators

The purpors of the book are (1) to provide a model to explain the
key elements in tl& teaching and learning process, (2) to examine each of
these elements, (3) to give teachers the opportunity to evaluate their
positions on and/or competence in each of these areas, and (4) to direct
teachers to more comprehensive sources of information Although by design a
brief overview of the topic, this text attempts to present fresh perspectives
on concerns and issues of crucial importance to practicing professionals in

their daily work with learners of all ages and at all levels.

5
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CHAPTER. 1
A MODEL OF THE PROCESS'

INTRODUCTION i

The teaching and learning process does not lend itself to succinct
and simple descnption. It is instead a complicated process composed of
many diverse, and at times conflicting, forces and eleMents To describe-it in
any other way would make as much sense as to represent the collective

bargaining process as a simple series of meetings or to depict golf as a game
played with sticks, balls, and holes.

To understand any process, one 'mist first identify and analyze each

of its constituent elements in order to determine the role these elements play

in the overall process. The teaching and learning process, however, to some.
extent defies such careful scrutiny. Because our knowledge ofuns elements
and their interrelationships is still incomplete, the best we can hope to
accomplish is to begin to make sense out of what we already know This
book therefore organizes and reports some of this knowledge and Zansiders

the possible ramifications of these
..

issues with which educators and
researchers are still struggling.

Fortunately, many have made significant contributions' to the
discussion in the past. Their ideas are the basis for-the summaries presented

in the chapters which folk4v. This chapter first discusses the elements of the

teaching and learning process, and then provides a model for consideration

and guidance.

-b_
COMPONENTS OF THE MODEL

.
Searles k 30,29) has .described a system of .nstructiqn as an

interrelated functioning of three components the searth image (learning
task), the learner, and the instructor. As the system operates, the three parts

. are put into a reciprocating relationship, with each affecting the other and

each shaped by the other. Figure 1-1 depicts these three components and the

jr patterns of their interaction.
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)

si the search image; the learning task of the system
I the instructor D

I:, the learner--4 inputs, the emotional and intelleCtual power put 'nth the system
<----> feedback, the phenomenon responsible for allowing strategies to

be changed.
.

ate chain of human affection, the web of feelings between

%ki
individuals working togethert'1 - perception screen, the unique and constantly changing way one

gent $' perceives the world (29, p. 81) -
. .

Figure 1-1
System of Instruction

, ..

Searles describes his system as follows:
,

o

The system is put into operation by power put in by the instructor
and/or learner. The instructor has the power of determining the
structure of the learning task and has a residual ex officio power
granted by the institution He is the surrogate of responsibility or
the functioning of the system and the meeting of the goals of th
system. The power he wields is considerable. The learner's powe
input is motivation. Either intrinsically or extrinsically motivated,
he answers the call for action and also can put the system into
operation as he discovers for himself, to varying degrees, the
structures.

8
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Connecting the learner and instructor aretwo forces One ds the
feedback mechanism of the system that enables the instructor to
determine how the learner is proceeding with the learning task
Also connecting the two is a' chain of human interrelationShips
which binds, to one degree or another, any two people who are
working together This is the strong web. of feelings which grows
between individuals, the degree of emotional att ment which
either beclouds or glorifies any human relationsh depending on
one's point of view

4c But surrounding each participant in the systkm of instru ion is his
on perception screen, the unique waN, that has of percei ng the
world These ways of perceiving are an outgrowth of his whole
liackground,.em ironmental and genetic The screen is undergrg a
constant revision, atoew experiences come to the organism (29,
pp 79-80)

Searles clearly has totaled three major components of the teaching
and learning process and their interrelationships. Reaching the search image,
mastering the learning task, is possible only through a dynamic process

triggered,eyed, regulated, and maintained by teacher and learner in an affectiely,

' charged environment Moreover, Searles continues by describing four
patterns which guide the instructor in setting his or her idiosyncratic style

,of teaching. Three of these patterns organization ( planning), cohesion

(evaluation), and rime will receive limited attention in this text The
fourth, patterns of organization the interaction of subject, teacher,
learner, and instruction 'in the formal teaching setting will be the focus
To understand the interrelationships among these elements for the purpose of
this discussion, some adaptations of the Searles model are necessary

1. The role of the learner in the process of teaching and learning
needs clarification 'While the learner's self-knowledge is

important, in the "average- Classroom setting, the teacher's

knowledge about the learner is more important kThe definition of
"leather's should therefore reflect this emphasis.

2 'The model does not adequately reflect theme elements of

instruction, although Searles discusses them elsewhere The

reacher's knowledge aboul the process of organizing instruction,

is more irhp'ortant that what seems Just td happen rather

mysteriously as a prOduct ,of ,,teacheostudent interaction
Therefore an element focusing on instruction, and all that is
khown about it, should be added to the model.

f.

0
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3 Th teacher's command of the content being taught should have a
pl e in the model This includes the knowledge, abilities, and

I attitudes developed in the -classroom setting.
4, Mastery of the learning task is the product of teaching and

learning The interaction of teacher, learner, subject, and in,
struction is the process of teaching and learning An adapted
model should reflect this.

Thus it is apparent that a new model will emphasize the role of the
teacher in the process of teaching and learning This is not to "play down"
the colt.kbution of learners, but rather to emphasize the importance of the
instrucctor`rn the "average" classroom in the very practical teaching world
In other words, while the Searles model might more accurately 2ortray the
dynamics of learning, the purpose of the new ,model is to more clearly,
describe the role of the teacher in both teaching and learning It is to this
model that discussion now turns

A MODEL OF THE TEACHING AND LEARNING PROCESS

With the emphasis on the role of phe teacher, then,.fOur elements

combine to make up the Identification phase of the teaching and learning
process. These are as follows.

1 Teacher knowledge of learners and how they learn
2.

.
Teacher knowledge of self and of approaches to the teaching _

task 4o

3 Teacher knowledge of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to be
developed in his or her class. /

4. Teacher knowledge of organqing, structuring, and sharing
knowledge.

Figure 1-2 graphically depicts these four elements as subsets of a larger set
or Identification in the teaching and learning process-Although interrelated,
these elements are not mutually dependent, rather, they are separate but
parallel elements Each, however, must be fully at the teacher's command if . -
the process is to operate at peak level.

The purpose of the teaching and arning process is to produce some .,

change in knowledge, abilities, or attitudes that is, learning As we have
y

rn

seen, the first step toward meeting this goal is Identification The complete

model of the process has three other phases -L-- Prescription, Application,
and Evaluation. Figure 1-3 graphicsally depicts the relationships among the

four phases '
.4._ - ./."

, .

1r

/

10
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Figure 1-2
4 44° Subsets of the Identification Phase of the Teaching and Learning Process

1.

Sun:rive EvaluatiOn

Identification----

1

/

Prescription

I

1
Application I KUaluation

ForMative.Evaluacion

Figure 1-3
° . Elements Of the Teachinggad Learning Process

"s-v,-)
Although this model will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 6, a brief
description of each component may be helpfuliiere The process begins with
Identifica. tion, ma ing decisions regarding the four elemehts described,
earlier. Prescription the planning of objectives, procedures, and activities,
then follows. The t `rd step is. Application, the implementation of this
planning many, theie is Evaluation of the prodtiCi of the efforts ers

and lea, s. -Formative evaluation provides' the teacher with t e
opportunity to reconsider all the elements and to make adjustments while
the process is under way. Summative evaluation provides the teacher.with'
feedback that can be used to_help stricture subsequent activities. ,

TIP
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By using the symbOlism.of the flow chart, it is possible to present a
more complete model of ale entire process For those unfamiliar \Nab these

symbols, the following key is provided.

- a process; a defined operation
. '

input to or output from the system

7

a dicision; a number of alternate paths possible

- Aconnector; transfer to another point

- parallel mode; beginning or end of two or more
simultaneous operations

- a terminal point (start, stop, delay)

O

Figure 1-.4 (on pp. 14-15) prgsents the more complete model used

to organize the remainder of this text. While it looks formidable the model .

describes a fairly simple, commonsense sequence of steps which lead to a

fuller understanding of the teaching and learning .process. A brief

explanation of some parts of the flow chart shilold demonstrate this

The dotted lines which indicate the' terminal points of the flow -

i chart suggest that the model is not complete. As indicated previously, for .

example, the model does not.clearly depict the contribution of learners to

the process. Rau, teachers need a varietY".of,pther knowledge, skills, and

attitudes for full pieparation for classroom service The model inehajdes only

-selected key ingredients. o
. .

The series of columns at the top of the flow chart represent the four

parallel subsets that make up and ultimately produce the Identificaton phase

of the teaching and learning process. The elements of each subset are

presented as a series of daisionS, a seq4ence of 'questions requi ring g

i



affirmative answers for suLkess. When resporges are negative, a review or
remedial sequence (indicatn by connector. number one C) and shown at
the lower left corner of Figure 1-4) is nece.sory After satisfactorily
completing this subpro'gram, one can return to the main flow chart,

The four subsets .Knowledge Of. Learners, of Teacher, of Content,
and of Instruction are the result, the output, of the four columns These
parallel elements make up the Identification phase and, in turn, lead to the
other components. iheprocess of Prescription, the product that is the result
of Application, and the Evaluation of effectiveness The lines, connecting a
negative decision on Evaluation with the three other components indicate
formatiGe j'evaluatron . of this. application Connector number two C)
indicates summative evaluation of the teaching and learning process, it
shows that when 'the, product of the process is not fully successful, there is a
need to reconsider all elements of the model. Something has gone wrong, the
source of the problem should be found.

APPLICATION OF THE MODE',
4

The remainder of this text discusses the components of this model,
briefly analyzing each substantive element. Emphasis will be on the
Identification phase and Ats four subsets. The issues addressed in each
question of the flow chart will provide the headings for sections of the next
four chapters dealing with these areas. The treatment of Prescription,
`Applican n, and Evaluation will, of necessity, be brief

W the text is an attempt to discuss a variety of Important issues,
the scope of this work Aloes not permit a complete review Readers who
would like additional Information in,a particular area will find helpful
sources listed in the Bibliography and the Appendix

IMO
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CHAPTER 2
THE LEARNER

4

\

LEARNING AND LEARNING THEORY i
It would be convenient to begin the chapter on the learner by

\z, 'iovicling a complete definition of learning However, it is beyond the
scope of this book to examine in any substantial depth the definition of
this important concept The reasons for this difficulty will probably.
become clear if you complete the following questionnaire, which

examines` various le iewpoints concerning the nature of Imman,, behavior

Table 2-'1
. Viewpoints on Human BehaviOr

Directions. Mark the response that best explains your reaction to each
statement. Mark SA if you strongly agree, A if you moderate agree,

, U if you are undecided, D if you moderately disagree, and SD if you
strongly disagree.

1 Human behavi isgoverned, controlled, and

manipulated b env, ental stimuli.

2 Human behavior governed by the same um-

versa! laws that control all natural phenomena

3 The scientific method is appropriate to the

study of human behavior
4. 'Human behavior can be described in absolute

and objective 'terms

5 Hun& behavior is predictable
6. Human behavior is only the observable expres-

sion and consequence of an essentially privaie

world of being.
7 Humans are free,to make choices of. their own '.

volition regaraless,pf environmentahtimuli
8. Human bchavior.is'unpredictable and can only

be descnbed in relative and subjective temp

9. Each person is unique, with qualities the inch- i

vidual does not realize
10. A "science.of humans" is necessary to understand

huma'n diversity.

18
16

SA A U D SD



Philosophers and psychologists alike have proposed and discussed
two models or Images of humanity The behaviorist orientation considers
human being's to be passive organisms governed by ;stimuli from the external
environment 'ugh proper control of environmental stimuli, people
can be manipulated, their behavior governed According' to,egehaviorists,
the laws that govern humans are the same as the universal laws that govern
all natural phenomena Therefore, the scientific method evolved by the
physical sciences is also appropriate for the study of the human organism As
you probably noted, the first five statements on the questionnaire reflect
this viewpoint

The last five statements present a summary of some of the major
assertions of the phenomenological orientation. According to this view,

° Humans are the source of their acts, this they are free to make choices in every
situation The focal point of this freedom is human consciousness Advocalk
of this position feel, that behavior is only the observable expression and
consequence of an essentially private, Internal yv orld of being Therefore, only
a 'Iscience of humans" which begins with experience, as It is immediately
given in this world of being, can be adequate for a study of the human
organism (22)

Unless your responses to the questionnaire fall neatly Into one extreme
(the first five items) or the other (the last five Items), you probably face
fairly common problem While both views may have elements of truth and
while it may not be necessary to make a final choice, it is Important to be
sensitive to the paradoxes possible in a hastily developed personal position
The acceptance of either model to the exclusion of the other, or the nature of
the combination one personally creates, may have important implications for
one's everyday professional life More Importantly, teaching is In activity
which should emerge from some conceptualization of how learning occurs
Jt is the responsibility of each individual to civl), his/her viewpoint on

process
A narrow definition' of lealming; hblieVer; 'depends, at least In part,

on such conceptualization Therefore only a broad definition w ill be provided
here, one lacking the precision possible when all share a common view, but
general enough to cover a variety of perspectives Fraenkel's definition is
cif this type.

Learning refers to y c an Inch takes place in an individual that
IS not due to matu ton Whe a person learns, that person dimks,
feels, or.acts in a manner that is mehow different from the manner
in which he or she acted, felt, or thought before the learning took
place. He or she may have acquired-a new idea or insight, may have

17
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unproved an old (or'masterFcLa-new) skill, or may be able to perform
at a higher level of proficiency than before Learning "may be
considered a change in insights, behavior, perception,.or motivation,
or a combination of these (1 i. p 106).

Ach:led to this broad definition of learning 'should be an equally broad
" characterization of learning theory ''A learning theory is a systematic,

integrated outlook in regard to the process whereby people relate to their
environments in such a way as to enhance their ability to use both them-
selves and their environments most effectively" (4, p 221) While`all who
teach have a theory of learning:not all are able to describe it with precision
Moreover, because psychology is a field of study characterized by a body of
theory that is neither internally consistent nor accepted ball psychologists,
a varKty of schools of thought is possible The task of practicing teachers,
therefore, is not only to clearly understand the psychological theory that
guides their daily decisions but also to develop a consistent and systematiC
theory to avoid a, hodgepodge of methods lacking.theoretical orientation and
perspective By studying learning theories and the history of their develop-
ment, teachers can gain insight into the harmonies and Conflicts prevailing
a` the present time With such insight, they shoird be Ale to move tovvarcl
developing personal theories, theories they can support because of their'
internal harmonyiand educational adequacy 1

It is well beyond the scope of this small book to review all the may3r
theories'of learning Those interested in such a review v% ill find suggested
readings on. this topic in the Appendix Five major types, howeverbased
on an analysis by Bigge and Hunt (4) will be briefly summarized here

The first group, the mental discipline theories, although developed,
prior to the twentieth century, continues to be highly influential in today's
schools Mental discipline mtans that learning consists of disciplining
and 'training students' minds Teachers committed to this view instruct to
exercise the "muscles" of student minds emphasizing memorization,
drill, recitation,' testing, and strict, external discipline, and encouraging
the development of attention, will, and perseverance Examples of this
viewpoint are faculty psychology and classical humanism

Another pre-twentieth century theory is natural enfoying or self-.
actuahzation This outlook, also a nonexpenmental psychology of learning,
stems from the theory that people are naturally good and, at the same time,
active in relation to their environment It assumes all people to be (ree,
autonomous, 5nd forwardly active persons reaching out from themselves to
make their worlds Considered the architects of their own lives, students
are allowed and expected to learn through the promptings of their own

..-,
t)
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Interests Seli actualization has no room for the imposition of ideas or
standards, coercion and prescription. of content or method have, no role
Learning and grow th are considered natural and proceed in accordance w ith
the individual's needs Kousseau, Maslow , and Holt 'are among the proponents
of this theory

A third pre-twentietki century view is that of apperception, or
Herbartianism Apperception is idea:centeted learning An idea is apper-
ceNecl, when it appears in one's consciousness and is assimilated to other
concious ideas Thus, apperception is a process of associating new ideas with
old oilt A fundamental premise is that there are no innate ideas, everyfthing
a person knows comes from outside Since there is no substantive mind to be
trained, learning cannotbe a matter of disciplining or exercising a mind.
Rather, learning is the formation of the apperceptive mass that constitutes
a mind Teachers must therefore start with the experiences pupils already
have, enlarging and enriching them They do so by controlling the experiences
of the classrom In this view;", teachers hare the architects and builders of
students' mindsminds and characters.

Twentieth century systematic learning theories may be classified into
twobroad families S R (stimulus-response)' associationism and Gestalt or
cognitive-field theory S-R bond, conditioning with no reinforcement, and ,
conditioning through reinforcement are encompassed in the first family
Insight, goal-insight, and cognitive-field theory are examples of the Gestalt '-
field family, which emphasizes. cognition in learning

44-
For behaviorist or S-R associationist theories, learning is a change in

observable behavior It occurs through stimuli and responses becoming
related according to mechanistic ,principles Thus it involves the formation
of some sort of relations, between series of stimuli and reponses. Stimuli, the
causes.of learning, are environmental agents that act upontan organism either
to cause a-reponse or to increase thF probabilifof a certain kind of response
Responses, effects, are physicaljeactions of an organism to external or internal
stimulation. ., b. elf:

For Gestalt-field
,

t-field theorists, learning is a process of gaining or changing
insights, outlooks, expectations, or thought patterns In thinking about the
learning processes of students, thest theorists prefer the, terms person to

,organism, psy,hologkal environment to pli,tsi,a1 or biologi:al environment, and inter

anion to either Anon or rea,tion Such choices are not accidental They feel that
the concepts person, psyhologkal environment, and interaction help describe learn

ing processes more clearly These terms enable a teacher to see a person, his, her
.environment, and his,'her interaction with this environr nt all occurnngat
once. This is the meaning of field.

19
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a
A brief comparison of these two families ,should be helpful. S-R.

associationists interpret learning in terms of change in thAtrength of hypo
thetical

e,

variables such as S-R connections, associations, habito,strerigths, or
behavioral tendencies,. Gestalrfield theolists, on-the otherlhand, 'define
learning in tams of reorganization of perceptual, ci..cognitive fields Con-
sequently, while 'a behaviorist-oriented teacher desires to, change the
observable behasiors'of students in a significant, measurabfb. w ,

field-oriented teacher seeks to help students change their unders9ndingsof
significant problems and situations (4)

In developing their outlook on learning, then, -teachers heave a variety ,

of options from vs hich to choose They may select one of the precOng theories
and adhere to it as much aspossible Or they may expand Weir options by
creating an eclectic posinoCaf their own, selectively borrowing and com-
bining ideas to form a personal s levs that is tenable, comp,lete, consistent
The quality of teaching can only be enhanced w hen teachers think thrditgh
the question of the nature of the learning process they ant": to Qronpte

in students

SIMILARITIES AMONG LEARNERS

To enable teachers to apply the ideas and principles p.res din this
: chapter to a particular grade les el, a brief discussion of de'seloprnen 1 trends

Is in order , ,

Itrends

Some cautions, however, must precede' such a chsciission° First
one must remember that predictitlia of age-level development generally

rr
are based on small Samples of children, they may not necessarilyiDe character'
ism of all children Further, such estimates are in fact,group preclidtIons of

', average gLivith and development, they are not meant to be used` '4s Indy

v 'dual predictions Finally, development is a product of the interact ion,of two
.major forces maturation, changes that are primarily the result of growth and
are relatively independent of aeruse and training, and learning, changes that
are primarily the result of experience and environment As a child becomes
older, more changes are due to learning and fewer to maturation. Thus,cha'nge
is less predictable.

Biehler ( 3) has described quite clearly the common developmental
/ trends of students, based on the work. of Erikson, Piaget, and Brupei Table

2-2 summarizes these patterns. As you 1.60 and study_ the chart, complete,
in your mmd at least, the "Implications" column In other words, if one
knows that students at a given age generally exhibit a certain type of charac-
teristic, what does,that mean for the teacher of such students> Fot example,
since junior high school students are likely to be moody and unpredictable

20



due, in part, to biological changes associated with sex maturation and
confusion regarding Adult roles, does the teacher try to maintain consistency
in classroom management despite student inconsistencies? constantly change
to meet the needs of the class and individual students? try to obtain a trans-
fer to the senior high? .get a refill of his or her Valium pres" cnption?

Table 2-2

Summary of Student Developmental Trends and Implications Actikity,*

AGE LEVEL

Preschool

and

Kindergarten

3-6 Tears

DOMAIN CHARACTERISTIC IMPLICATIONS

-

, .

,.'
Physical

1 Extremely active, enjoy activity
fo/ its own sake

2 Need frequent rest periods, don't
know when to slow doivil

Ilarge muscles more developed 4an
those controlling fingers and hands

4 Have difficulty focusing eyes on ,

small objects .

5 Girls ahead of boys on most aspects
of development

1

2

3

4

5

..

Socmi,

1 Quite flexible socially! willing
to play wait most other children,

'2 Play groups tend to be small, not
highly organized, and change rapidly

3 quarrels frequent but short and
'quickly forgotten

4 Enjoy dramatic play .
5 Awareness of r.roles begins .

1

-2

3

4

5

..

.

Emotional

1 ExpressemoCons freely and`openly,

anger outbursts frequent

2 Have many fears, some irrational
3 Jealousy fairly common

I'.

2

3

Mental

I Skillful with language, like to talk
2 Imagination and inventiveness at a

peak . .

I

2'

.

Based on Biehler (3, pp 134-99)
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Table 2-2 Continued

AGE; LEVEL DOMAIN CHARACTERISTIC, IMPLICATIONS
.

.

Pnmary

6-9 Years

Physical

i

I Extremely active, energy released

in form of nervous habits
2 Become fatigued, easily

3 Large muscle control still supe-noi
to fine coordination -

4 So Ine still experience difficulty
focusing on small print or objects

5 Ctften"underestunate danger involved

in more daring explbas

.
I

2

3

4 .

5

-

Social
41

-

I More selective in choice`of fnencli
2 Like organized games but may he

overly Concerned with rules

3 Quarrels still frequent, some
physical aggression.

4 Conlpetition becomes noticeable,
boasting may be common

5 Boys and girls begin to show differ
ent interesp, althQl in varying
degrees .

,

I

2

3

4

5

Emotional

I Becinne aleit(to feeling of others, ,

at, times use this to hurt others

2 Sensitive to criticism and ridicule,
have difficulty adjusting .to failure

3 Fiager to please teacher, like to help

and assume responsibility

I

2

3,

Mental

.

I Extremely eager to learn

2 Like to talk, eager to recite

3 I3egin to experiment with vulgar
language .

4 Concepts of nght and wrong begin
to - de/elop .

I

2

3

.

4

24
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1 -Table 2-2 = Continual

9

AGE/LEVEL DOMAIN . Ci-IARACTERISTIC .. IMPLILATIONS

./

1 Growth spurt occurs, girls+ftaller and
heavier than boys of same age

1

.

i

Physical

2 Girls reach puberty, concern and
curiosity about sex almost universal
among girls

2

3 Pine motor coordination quite good 3
.

4 Bone growth not yet complete, can't
stand heavy pressure ..

4

5 Boys forge ahead in strength and
'---, -endurance ..

5

1 Peer group becomes powerful, begins
to replace adult influence

1

2 Interests of boys and girls become 2
,---/ .

lementary 'SocialSocial

more

3 Team games become more popular,
class spirit grows stronger

3
.

i

-12 Years 4 Crushes and, hero worship common 4

5 Begin to question school authority 5
6 School. is major setting for social

experiences

6

,,...

7 Parentll influence diminishCs outside
liome

1 Conflict develops between group
code and adult rules

1

Emotional 2 Begin to take extenuating circin-
stances into account and become
moral relativists

2

.
- 1 Curious about almost everything 1

Mental

2 Set unrealistically high standards
for themselves, inability to meet

standards at times leads to

2

frustration and guilt
. .

3 Want to become independent but
alswwant and need adult ituidance,
causes unpredictable behavior

3

.i,

23
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Table 2,2 Contungd

AGE/LEVEL DOMAIN CHARACTERISTIC ' . IMPLICATIONS

tio

,

a

Junior High

12-15 Years

. .

.

.

t

Physical

-
1 Girls complete growth spurt, boys'

growth continues and may be

precipitous

.2 Puberty reached by almost all, con-

cern with sex almost universal .

3 Great deal of coat:sic-about appear-
ance s

4 Poor diet and steeping habits

'5 Limited physical and mental
endurance

1

2

3

4

5

.
J

.

..

Social

.

I Peer group becomes source of general

behavior, frequent conflicts between

peer and adult codes

2 Feel need to conform, cliques ,,

common

3 Concerned about what others think
of them, both friendships and guar-

rels become more intenik,

4 Girls more advanced socially than
boys 1

I

2

3

4

4 I

Emotional

I. Lively to be moody and *re .
.dictable '

2 May behave boisterously to conceal

lack of confidence

3 Anger outbursts may be common -

4 Tend to be intolerantand opinion-
Ited, probably due to lack of'self-
confidence -.' ,

5 Begin to -look at parents and teachers

more objectively, may be angry the

they have been deluded Into attlibut-
mg omniscience to mere mortals

1

2

3

4

5

./

Mental

.

I Can comprehend abstract concepts to

increasing degree

2 Better able to understand moral and
ethical principles. :

3. Tendency to daydream and detour.

into fantasy

1

2.

3

r
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; Table 2-2 Continued

AGE/LEVEL 'DOMAIN CHARACTERISTIC IMPLICATIONS

--

High.School

.

15-18 Years

.,
.

.

,

. ..'

Physical

-

o
reach

---....,./
I Most ach physical maturity
2 Realization of probability of

no further physical changes due to

growth may add to self-consciousness

3 Sexual maturity established, male
sex drive at peak

I

2

3

Social

I Peer group dominates byes, conflict

between peerand adult codes

increases, pressures to conform

extreme

2 Preoccupied with opposite sex
3 Girls still more socially mature

than boyi

I

.

2.

3

'
-

,

Emotional

'

.

I., Adolescent revolt expresses change-

over from childhood to adulthood
2 Increasing independence leads to

frequent cotilict with parent's

I

2

,

,
,

.
Mental :

.
) At close to maximum intellectual .

effrciency but lack experience .
2:Realize need to develop phi-
-' losophy of life but find this

threatening

I

2

.

-

o

-
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Table 2-3 provides an additional opportunity to analyze these
summary data. Choose the age,'grade level with which you are most familiar

or with which you are or will be -working. Review Table for this age

group and use this and any other information at your disposal to complete

Table 2-3.

Table 2-3
Psersonal Analysis or Summary Data

.*;

. Physical Social Emotional . Mental

k Charactelistics which most
,

significantly facilitate
instruction

is

2 Characteristics which most
significantly hinder ,

instruction k

- .

0
.

.

3 Charactenstics'which most
significantly facilitate
effective classroom . .

.
management

'
.

4 Characteristics which most
significantly hinder

. effective classroom

management

.
.

5 Characteristics which are
most appreciated in a

general sense

.

.

4
6 Chilactenstics which are

most frustrating in a
.

general sense
. .. .

. 0.

4

DIFFERENCES AMONG LEARNERS

For most of its history, education in the United States has operated
according to the policy that schools are the molders of children, In other
words, schools' existed to prepare the individual for society through con-
formity Educations was considered *something fixed and well defined
a body of information, skills,, and attitudes to be lea rind and students

were considered educated to the extent that they could leirn such mattei
According to this view, it was the responsibility of children to adapt them-
selves to the school and its conventions, needs, and interests. Those who were
unable'or unAlling to do so were considered uneducabk.

2., 3'
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Starting about fifty years ago, however, this view of education
has gradually changed The general belief has become that schools must
teach all students, norjust those who are able and willing to benefit from
the standard Curriculum. Further, it is thought that all students cannot be
expected to learn the same things under the same conditions Thus each
child should be helped to develop his/her potential and abilities to the
greatest degree, based on an evaluation of individual strengths-and limita-

tions
Because we have -discovered- individuality rather recently, we

are just beginning to understand its implications and to implement appro-

priate programs. Perhaps the recent legislative mandate (P L 94-J42)
to individualize the activities' of handicapped children will have a salutary

effect on the programs offered for all children.
How are learners diffe'rent? The virtually endles's when one

considers differences among individual leathers It is formidable even when

one enumerates only differences among groups. Among the majcg sources of

difference are heredity, environment, socioeconomic status, Intelligence and
ability, sex, and personality. 1(1s also possible terist a variety of more
precisely defined sources of difference such as previous knowledge_ of or

experience with particular content, learning skill development, Interests,

needs (social, .emotional, physical, psychological, and mental), attitudes,

rate or learning, degree-of self-motivation, social and emotional development,

and cognitive or learning style. A final list of differences to .consider are
those which set children apart in the "exceptional" category These Include
problems due to retardation, physical handicaps, and emotional disturbance,

and problems of auditory understanding, visual understanding, inability to

concentrate, inability to learn to read, and inability to express oneself

verbally or physically
If teachers are to meet the new U.S. goal of education, to educate

all children with respect to their individual strengths and limitations, they
must develop an effective personal approach to individualizing instruction
Such an approach should account for these differences by providing variety

in the goals and objectives for.study, the content considered, the materials

and resources employed, the methods and tec iques used, the settings of

instruction utilized, and the form of evaluat n allowed The process of
shoidd be based on continuing diagnos. is, continuing indi-

vidual and group planning, and continuing evaluation and feedback
Although It is impossible to consider herein detail all sources of

difference, one general source learning style has direct relevance for

teachers and deserveS some elaboration. Gregorc has'cleveleped 'the following
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phenomenological definition 'Learning sty le consists of distinctive beha tors
which serve as indicators of how a person learns from and adapts.to his en-
vironment. It also gives clues as to how a person's,mind operates'. (14,
p 234). Style, then, is a pervasive quality inethe behdvior of an individual,
a quality that persists even when content is .changed

After more than ten years of research, Dunn and Dunn (8) 'discovered
that selected methods appeared to be extremely effective w ith some young
ts ers but produced,only minor gains in others Through a re levy of the

literature and experimentation, they found that -learning sty le is the manner
in which at least eighteen different variables from four basic stimuli affect
a person's ability to absorb and retain- (9,.p 3) To these researchers it
was apparent that regardless of age, ability, socThoeconornic status-, or acluee-

.

ment level, individuals respond uniquely to the combinations and variations
possible among the elements of their environment These el %ments are ern.i-
ronmental sound, light, temperature, and design, emotional motivation,
persistence, respcinsibility, and structure, sociological working with
peers, alone, in pairs, in teams, with adults, or in varied combinations, and
physical perceptual strengths, intake, time of day, and mobility Further,
the D nns developed the Learning Style Inventory (L to identify individual
learnt references for students in grades 3 through 12. The LSI uses
dichoto ous items and can be completed in approximately 30 minutes. Some
sample items are as follows "I study best when it is quiet,- -1 try to finish
what I start," -I like to study by myself," and "When I can, I do my
homework in the afternoon" (9) The LSI us asource of interesting diagnostic
information, particularly for younger students,

.Another research team, Fischer and,,Fischer (10), has developed
a list of 10 learning styles based on direct obseruation and ,experience and
enriched by fruitful discussions with senskme and competent teachers.
A summary follows.

1. The Incremental Learner proceeds in a step-by-step fashion,
systematically adding bits and pieces together to gain larger
understandings

2 The Intuitive Learner gathers information unsystematically,
using leaps in various direction& and tudden insights to arrive

. at meaningful and accurate geneialization.
3. The Saw' ry Specialist relies primarily on one sense, usually visual

or auditory, for the meaningful formulation of ideas.
4. The Sensory Generalist uses afi 7?many of the senses in gathering

information and gaining insights.



5. The Emotionally Involved functions best in a classroom that is

eaw an emotionally colorful and vivid learning atmosphere- or an
emotionally active one in which active, open discussions occur

6 The Emotionally Neutral functions best in a classroom where
the emotional tone is low-keyed and relatively neutral. *it

7 The Expkitly Strudured, learns best when the teacher makes
explicit a clear and unambiguous structure for learning.

8 The Open-Ended Structurd feels at honle and learns best when
the learning environment is fairly openkended

9 The Damaged Learner is damaged in self-concept, social com-
petency, aesthetic sensitivity, or intellect in such a way that
he or she develops negative learning styles which are super-
Imposed on otherwise identifiable learning styles

10 The Elan, Learnershifts learning styles, may find one or
another style more beneficial but can adapt to and benefit from
others. (10)

At least brief mention should be made of another system for analyzing
student learning style Through their Student Learning Styles Questionnaire,
Grasha (13) and Riechmann and Grasha (27) suggest that the folioWing

six learning styles can be isolated.

1 Independent likes to think for himself or herself; pr?fers. to
work on own, but will listen to ideas of others, learns content he

or she feels is important, is confident in learning abilities
2. IS ept-ndent =shows little intellectual curiosity and learns only

what is required, sees teacher and peers as sources of structure
and support, looks to authority figures for guidelines and wants
to be told what to do.

3 Participant wants to learn course content and likes to go to
class, takes responsibility for getting the most out of class
and participates with Others, takes part in class-related activities
but does little that is not part of course outline.

4. Avoidant not interested in learning course content in the
traditional classroom, does not participate in the classroom;
is uninterested or overwhelmed by what goes on in classes
Collaborativefeels he or she can learn most by sharing Ideas
and talents, cooperates and likes to work with others, sees
classroom as a place for social interaction as well as content
learning.
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6 Competitivelearns material in order to perform better than-
others in the .class, competes wish other students for the re-

wards of the classroom, views classroom as a win-lose situation
where he or she must always win. (Summary based on Berg-
quest and Phillips [2])

When used as part of a systematic- program of diagnosis which
includes the'use of existing records, informal questionnaires and inventories,

sociometric techniques, systematic and informal observation, and referral
and consultation services, these techniques or :schemes for assessing and
analyzing individual learning sty les,provide an opportunity for the teacher
to better understand .allithe learners in his or het classroom

MOTIVATION

Wiiy some pupils seem to have a greater desire to learn than others

is a question that has troubles teachers over the years In their search for
ways to arouse the interest of students, to motivate, ,teachers have developed

a variety of techniques Interpretations of motivation,- however, reflect
differences between two major vtewpomts on.aipproaches to'teaching and
learning These are based on the ideas of two philosophers: John Locke and

Gottfried Leibnitz Again, Iltiler's (3,) description of these differences
is perceptive and a summary follows.

Locke argued that the mind of a newborn child is a "tabula rasa, .

or blank slate, on which sensations, experiences, and associations make their,

mark He saw human beings as essentially passive organisms that react only

when stimulated The behav iorist-associationist-environmentalist view of
learning, then, is based on five presuppositions derived from this Lockean

new ,( I) what is external and visible is of primary importance, (2) learning

is the substitution of one effeCtive stimulus for anotha or of one response
for another, (3) what is small and relates to the parts is of greater concern
than what IS large and pertains to the whole, (4) animals and humans are

basically equivalent, and (5) what comes earlier in development is more
fundamental-than what comes later. Proponents of this position study mo
vatio'n by analyzing observable behavior, attempting to trace associations
built up between stimuli and responses, concentrating on specific reactions,
doing much of their research on animals, arid emphasizing the importanCe
of early experiences The, behaviorist-asiociationist view of motivation.,
thUs places great emphasis on external behavior and on the ways. in which
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responses are reinforced -For example, if a teacher experiences problems
in encouraging students to learn, the behaviorist-associationist is likely tb
attribute this to conditions that have been arranged improperly or to rein-
fordement that has not been supplied advantageously.

. Leibnitz,. on the other hand, argued _that human beings are not
,passive, blank slates but are self-propelled and.perpetually active in manipu-
lating what they sense and experience according to their own inherent.
nature. Thus, the peter' is seen not as a c6llection of acts but as the source
of acts, and activity is seen not as the result of stimulation but as purposive
In till -iew, Locke's five presuppositions are reversed. (1) what happens
on the nisi the outside) is of primary importance, (2) learning is
regarded as the perception relationships (not the accumulation of
associations), (3 understanding of structur ,-of_thhole; is essential (not
what is small a molecular), (4) higher -order. animal' humans are
different from lowerorder animals (species are not equivident), an
present experiences (not past experiences) are of primary importance. T6
point of view, therefore, is the foundation of Gestalt, psychology and
cognitive-field theory. Proponents are bothered by the assumption that
student motivation requires rewarcH for specific actions Instead, advocates .(

-o'f the natural view of development and the cliscov'ery approach stress.that
learning activity should be and can be its own'ieward (3)

A consideration of the -basic difference4 between the LOckean and
Leibnitman views, then, can help/ teachers understand the differences in
systematic approaches to motivation They can use the well-known approach
of Skinner and other adherents of the S-R associationist viewpoint as one
base for decisions and plans concerning motivation. In other words, through
careful control and manipulation of the learning environment and through
use of appropriate reinforcements, teachers can arouse and sustain Interest
in learning. Some, however, question the desirability and long-term effects
of such techniques, feeling that they place too much emphasis on control,
manipulation, and Machiavellian power, that they limit rather than enhance
learning, and that they ignore important* differences between animal and
human .behaviLr. ..

Motivation theory based on the Leibnitzian view uses the grailfica-.
tion of a hierarchy of student needs defined by Maslow (20) to arouse and
sustain learning. According to thisview, when a persoks lower...deg-
clency needs (physiological, safety, belongingness and love, and esteem)
are satisfied, he or she will feel motivated, to satisfy the higher "being"
needs (self-actualization, knowing and understanding, and aesthetic)
not because.of a deficit but because di desire to gratify the higher needs
Because ,it is assumed that the chil'wth choose wisely if given,the chance,
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the basic approach to education, 'mob, es arranging attractie learning situa
tiOns so that students can select activities with personal appeal or value.
Instead of the teacher supplying reinforcement, the child's self-chosen act
becomes its own reward Critics of extreme interpretations of the Leibnitzian
view as applied to moti'ation desclibe such approaches-as permissi'e and
romantic. They feel that the lack of guidance possible in such approaches
will leave students entirely at the mercy of chance., resulting in a disorganized
sharing of ignorance

Classroom teachers, then, can make a choice They ca b fellow one
or the other view or can make use of techniques practiced by th camps.
In any case, it is important toleep in mind the assumptions underlyi each
point of view As Biehlei pOints out, ''You might strive to functioy as a
Machiavellian romantic or, if you prefer, a romantic Machiavelliant {3).

I

2
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CHAPTER 3
THE TEACHER

9

b

MODELS OF TEACHNC

In their choice of a title for their vividly written book, Pullias and
iktik Young (26) have summarized a message goad teachers have conveyed to

their charges for many years A Teacher Is Many Things Teachers are, Xter
all, required to engage in many professional roles, often simultaneously. No

°single aspect is the essence or the whole of the teachingrnd learning process.
A sense of the enultipleility of teacher roles can be gained by completing
Table 3-1 which follows. It is also hoped that this activity Will provide
an opportunity for each teacher to analyze the personal and unique combi-

st nation of roles that leads to the creation of her/his teaching self.

is

b. taable 3-1
Rolek 'of the Teacher*

Directions. Circle the number indicating the relative emphasis that you place
on each of the following teaching roles.

(,

0.. .

1 A guide leads students on the learning
' journey

2. A teacher kelps Students learn things
they do not know and understand what

_____
they learn. -

..

3 A modernizer .....- translates experience into
terms that have meaning for rude re, 0
bndges the gap between generations krr ° t.

-es
4 students
4 A model is an example for students
5. A searcher* constankirseeks to under

stand' what he/shc doesn't know
6. A counselor .acts as cnnfidant and

friend to students.. '''`. . n °
a.

7. A creator demonstrates and releases
the creative process.. . A

8 An authority knows more than.those who
share the learning journey

*Based on Pti lhas and Young (26).
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Table 3-1 Continued -

' Little Much 1V

Emphasis Emphasis

9. An inspirer of vision releases and develops

what is in the learner 1.

10 A doer of routine , handles routine
tasks attentively and efficiently

helps leamers leave11 A breaker of camp -L
the old in order to experience the new.

12 A storyteller uses human sound to

srestore life to learning.

13 An-actor performs in the artificiality
knowil'as,the classroom.

14 A scene designer creates a setting agd

mood for learning 1

15 A builder of community works with and

in the community.
16 A learner !Earns and grows with his/ \.

her students .

17.A facer of reality 7 accepts students with
their strengths and weaknesses and places

their attnbutes in ,proper perspective.
18 An emancipator frees students from un-

fortunate self-Images, from ignOrances, .
and from feelings of rejection and in-

. fenonty.
197...An evaluator -Z-konstantly evaluates the

speed and direction of students' learn-
ing and his/her teaching.

20. A conserver helps students remain patient

inless important situatton§ in order to be

. effective in more Important situations.
21. A culnunator'7- bnngs focus to the process

of learning by prpviding a sense of com-

pletion_and achievement

22. A person is a growing human being:

1

k

2

2 3

4-

4

5 ..

5

t

2.

,

I 2 3 4 , '5
0

1 2 3 4 5 ''.

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4
.5 10 v i

1

1

2

2

3

3

-' 4

4 5 4

4,

.4
I A

.

.v

1 2 ) 3 4 5
er

1 2 3 4 5.

1 2 3. 4 5

4

1 2 1 4

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 ' 5

Among many other roles, then, teachers are adviscirs, facilitators, efe%

instructional managers, curriculum designers, disciplinarians, academic in-
'struCtors, and evaluators of instruction. They seek alternative methods, to

fulfill their duties as teachers and try to expand their ways t8 be meaningful°
to students. Drawing upon a variety of teaching models in order to combine
these roles in a program that. is enlightened, inspired, consistent, efficient,
and effective, 'they master a repertoire of teaching approaches to use in
carrying out the roles. a

3-6
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Different role's require different teachirig strategies In their three-
volume Xliels of =ruling series, Weil and Joyce describe a number of models

, which incorporate teaching strategies based on defendable theories of human
learning, groW th, and development. According to their definition, "A model
of teaching consists of guidelines for designing educational activities and
environments ts It specifies ways Of teaching and learning tlit are intended
to achieve certain kinds of goals'. (31, p 3) The authors group the models on
the basis of their chief emphases the ways they approach educational goals

and means and organize them itito four families;

1 Social Interaaton Models These emphasize the relationships of the
individual to society or other persons and focus on the processes
by which reality is socially negotiated Models from this orien-
tation give priority to the improvement of the individual's ability
to relate to others, the improvement of democratic processes,
and the improvement of society but also are concerned with the
development of the mind and self and the learning of academic
subjects. The Role Playing Model, the Jurisprudential Model,
and the Simulation Model are examples. (32, pp 3 and 22)

2, Information*Processing Models These share an orientation toward
the information processing capability of students and toward the

systems that can improve their information processing capability
Information processing refers to the ways people handle stimuli
from the environment, organize data, sense problemi, generate
concepts and solutions to problems, and employ verbal and
nonverbal symbols. While these models share an emphasis
on intellectual development, they are also concerned with social
relationships and the development of an integrated, functioning
self. The Concept Attainment Model, the Advance Organizer
Model, and Inquiry Training Model are ipcluded in this family
(31, pp 3 and 21-22)

3. Personal Models. These share an orientatio toward the individual
and the development of selfhood. They emphasize the processes
by which individuals construct and organize their unique reality
They focus on the emotional life of individuals and on helping
individualsvelop a productive relationship with their environ-

. ment. Exa les of this family are Synectics and NondireCtive
Teaching. (33, pp. 3 and 22)

4. Behavior Modification Models. These ,evolved from attempts to
develop efficient systems for sequencing learning tasks and'Wp-
ing behavior by manipulating reinforcement. They emphasize
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changing the external behavior of learners and describe learning
in ternis of visible behavior rather than underlying and unob-
servable behavior. (31, pp.. 3-4)

While some philosophies of teacher education maintain that a teacher
should master a single model and use it well, Weil and Joyce believe that
very few teachers are so limited in capacity Instead, they suggest that most
can easily develop six or more models to use in carrying out their variety
of roles: "Growth in teaching is the increased mastery of a variety
of models of teaching and the ability to use them effectively" (31, p 4)

CONTEXTS AND ORIENTATION OF TEACHING

The environment in which the teaching and learning process takes
place is also a variable controlled by the teacher. In an effd-rt tohelp instruc-
tors understand the range of choices available, Bergquist and Phillips (2)
have established a useful framework for classifying styles of educational
environments. The following is a summary of the six styles they define.

1 ented environments In these traditional classroom settings,
eajuva'r

seats generally face toward the front of the room where a teacher is
routinely behind or beside a table or lectern. At timess, seats may °

be permanently fixed.
2. Automated environments These settings use instructional tech- .

nologies, including audio-tutotial instruction, programmed in- .

struction, computer-assisted instruction' educational television,
teachinItiachines, and so forth. Room design matches its use

3. Interaction-oriented environments Semivar settings, where students
and reacher(s) face each other or where chairs are arranged in
circular fashion or are located around a table, are typical of this
style of environment. The setting here may be quite informal.

4 Student-oriented environments ThrOugh independent study, contract
learning:2.nd the like, students learn in what is usually a nonclaw
room setting. §Iiidents make use of libraries, museums, lounges,
study areas, their homes, and.so forth.

5. sheltered experience-oriented environments This style uses simulated
experien-ces, such as games, role plays, and structional simula-
tions .Examples include laboratory experien , apprenticeships,
practicum experiences, and workshops.

6. Experience-oriented environments Activities common to this style
include field experiences, on-the-job experiences, work-study
programs, internships, academic credit for life experiences. They
take place in nonclassroom settings. (2, p. 17)
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Table 3-2 provides the opportunity to rate your,use of each o these

six styles of educational environments in order to determine which styles

receive emphasis in your teaching.

Table 3-2
Styles of Educational Environments

Directions Circle the number indicating the relative amount of time you'

devote to teaching in each environment

/
Little
Time

Much

Time

I dikacheronented envikonments - 1 2 3 4 5

2 Automated environmgnts 1 2 3 4 5

3 Ifiteractiononented environments I 2 3. 4 5

4 Student-onented environments I' 2 3 4 5

5 Sheltered experience-oriented environments I 2 3 4 5

6 Experience-oriented environments ° 1 2 3 4 5

TEACHING STYLES

Just as learners have their own styles, their own set of distinctive
behaviors winch serve as indicators of how they learn from and adapt to
their environment, so do teachers have their distinctive teaching, styles

Mann (19) has defined six different teaching styles which Bergquist and

Phillips later developed into an instrument. They are summarized as part of

the activity included in Table 3-3. Completion of this activity should help

you identify the characteristics of your own personal "style

Table 3-3
Teaching, Typology*

Directions. Circle the number that best characterizes your use of each style

Unlike
Me

Like

Me

1 Etrat I see myself as a subject matter epert, I 2 3 4 5

and I define my classroom role largely a ,an
formationgwer My professional background has

made me more knowledgeable in certain areas than

most people, and I think students like to be in

my classes because they want to learn as much as

they can from me

*Adapted from Berquist and Phil14 p 22)
.
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. Table 3-3, Continued

..

It2. Format Au.ihoray I ex t. Work to be handed in
on time, and I insist that it be in the correct
form I make the rules for my classes and ex-'
pect my students to follow them. Because we are

id evaluated all our lives in whatever we do, scti-
dents might as well get used to it I like to-
thettti control when l'am teaching

3 Socializing Agent Many oPmy students develop

quitian interest in m$ field and later go on to, s.

pursue college studies an tM discipline t ,
,Whenever my best studentkdo that, I feel great
satisfaction tam, constantly on the alert for-
promising students You might say that I see
myself as a gatekeeper, a recruiter for my field

4 Facilitator I think my job is to respond to the
learning goals of my students, cop where their
goals and mine are quite different I do not feel
comfortable telling students what they should
learn I believe in taking students on their own
terms, so I do a lot of listening and question-
tng. I want to enable students to !cam what they
think is worth learning

5 Ego Ideal Students look' up to me, not so much as
an expert,in my discipline brifiraiTrodel for !iv-
.ing. I suppose it has something to do with my en-
ergy and enthusiasm for what I am doing.' Students

may not remember everything I have said, but when

the course is over, I think they have been in-
as

.
spired fo find something that is liberating and
exciting for them as mywt5rk LS. for me,

.

Unlike Like-
Me Me

I 2 3 4 5

,-

,

3

I 2 3

I '2 3 4 5

a

6 Person I learn as much from students as they 1 , 2 3 4 5

learn. from me. Teaching is a dynamic social sys-

tem, and students and faculty should learn from
each other. I teach'because I value personal

growth, my own as well as otheis. I tr.), to

create an atmosphere of trust and openness in my

courses, andl have no qualms about talking, bout
my own feelings and e4enences, even nonaca-

demic ones. I vhni students to know that I
exist beyond the classroom as well as in it.

'10\ 38
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PERSONAL FACTORS

While researchers are still trying to determine exactly which teaching
behaviors make a difference, in student learning, especially as related to
student performance, the utility of some basic teaching behaviors in p'rOrhoting '
growth in learners, generally has been validated. For the present at least;
these behaviors provide a reasonable yardstick for evaluating teaching

effectiveness ( 23) °
Some of these teacher behaviors are the direct product of preparation

for and instruction iritieaching. For.example, a prospective teacher's expert
knowledge of his/her *subject and ability to present such content with
clarity can be.measured objectively and with some precision., Other behav-

iors, though more difficult to develop and assess, also lend themselves to
this more scientific approach to teacher education. In other words, it, is
possible to help the pretervice br in;service teacher develop the ability to
communicate effectively, to ask better question, to listen carefully, to
motivate consistently, and to use indirect teaching techniques and to

evaluate these skills fairly.
Other teacher beWaviors fit less neatly into, this scientific and objec-

tive model; Research, for example, indicates that a "-good" teacher 'is en-
thusiastic, warm and .sensitive, And flexible. While it is possible to list
behaviors which describe enthusiastic, warm, or flexible teaching and
while it is reasonable and desirable to attempt to develop these skills in
teachers, it is not necessarily possible, reasonable, or desirable to foLce
another human being to bend his/her personality and attitudes to meet any
pliticular model or style.

Personality and attitude are important, however Although, no

single combination of knowledge, skills, and personal forces is required, some

combinations are clearly more effective than others It is, the responsibility
of the individual teacher to develOp that effective personal combination

It is the responsibility of pre-service and in-service teacher educators to

assist in that search for growth

,e
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t CHAPTER 4
INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT

tt

' This chapter will discuss a third element of the teaching and learning
pros s, the conteni of 'courses. Because this topic receives a great deal of
att tion in teacher education 'programs, it will receive only a brief review

e information, however, is organized and presented so as td stimulate recall
of already-learned material and to provide new ways of orgdotzing this
material. \'

STYLES OF INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT

Most pre-service and in-service teachers are probably quite familiar
with ,the classification scheme developed more than 20 years ago by a small

; ..
.group of researchers working under the direction of Benjamin Bloom. The
scheme describes three "domains" of learning. (1) the cognitive dont=
concerned with the acquisition and manipulation of factual information, (2)
the affective domain concerned with such things as e dis t ions, traits, attitudes,
reactions, values, and moral judgments, and (3).t psychoMotor domain

concerned with the development of phy'siological skills (5). . .

Bergquist and Phillips (2) have suggested a slightly different way of
organizing the domains of teaching and learning, one particularly useful for
instructors Of secondary and older students Their saeme.clescnbes various
styles of instructional content in. terms of three relatively independent
categories Table 4-1 describes the categories as part of the activity Coni-
pletitan of this activity should help you understand the. categories and will
provide the opportunity to rate yOur use of them. Subsequent sections of this
chaRfer contain brief analyses of each style.

\
t
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Table 4-1
Styles of Instructional Content*

Directions. Circle the number indicating the relative emphasis that you place
on each of the following-content orientations

. Little Much

; Emphasis Emphasis

Cognitively Oriented Content This kind of content is

primarily related to the acquisition of new informa-
tion or the reorganization of existing information
Cognitive content is usually conveyed by means of

a lecture, classroom discussion, reading, or various

technological means such as television, audio-

tutorial, and programmed instruction Gignitive
acquisition is usually measured by means of objec-

. rive tests, papers, or highly structured Interviews.
2 Skills-Oriental Content Courses with this content

orlemation are concerned with effective perform-

ance of specific tasks Skills-oriented-'content is
usually conveyed by means of lecturing, modeling,

practice, and immediate feedback The acquisition

of these skills can be rather easily assessed by

means of performance tests which measure speed,

accuracy, endurance, and so forth

I 2 30 4 5

I 2 3 4 5

3 Affectively Oriental Content This content is related to

an increased understanding of and, in some in-

stances, control over the subjective aspects of one's

personal life (such as emotions, attitudes, values,

self-images, and fantasies) Affective content is

usually conveyed by means of persotal experiences

that are either spontaneous, as in some fieldwork,

or planned, as in simulations and certain kinds of
group activities. The acquisition of affective content
is iilifficult to measure, though it is usually assessed

through more or less subjective means, such as ,

interviews, dianes, and essay examinations. I 2 3 4) 5

*Based on Bergquist and Phillips (2, pp 15-17)

*COGNITIVELY ORIENTED CONTENT,.

Most classrooms tend to be oriented toward cognitive learning. The
atio inclination. of teachers to accept this traditional role as a piimary focus of

their teaching does not, however, eliminate the need for careful anthoughtful

planning. k major task remains the selection and organization of the .
subjectAmatter to be taught. The vast amount of important information
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from whid to choose, makes this a difficult problem. Although teacher
choices are narrowed somewhat by the nature of the curriculum set by the
school or district, much freedom and/or flexibility are nonetheless generally
available Further, these teacher decisions can have great impact 4an student
interest and motivation.

A first step toward solving this problem is to select and(order topics
that make up a course outline It is important to avoid selecting both too
many or too few topics In the former case, development may be too limited
and superficial; in the latter, the year's work may be too narrow and
limited in scope It is also important to choose certain content over other
content carefully and purposefully One's rationale for cuticular decisions
must be clear, bas,ed on goals and objectives set for the course, preferred
teaching and learning styles of those in the dassroom, and philosophical
and pedagogical needs In short, such decisiOns involve many personal
considerations.

A second important step is to select the kinds of subject matter to
be emphasized Some would suggest this is a matter easily settled since it
is. the teacher's role to help students learn the ;facts" those testable
propositions or statemilts whose truth is contingent upon the presence of
empirical evidence with which any 4isinterested or impartial observer would
agree and whose truth or falsity can be tested ly anyone desiring to do so
(11). It is impossible, however, to teach all available facts, even on any
one topic. Fraenkel suggests that what we need is a viable method of select-
ing information that will have maximum educational value. Further, he
proposes:

Students need to acquire as much factual information as their indi-
vidual capabilities permit, since facts are the building blocks of
knowledge. It is impossible to make sense out of the world without
facts, since they tell us something . . . aboutQccurrences, incidents;
events, or individuals which exist today, or have existed,in the past.
13'it "students must also learn how to tie together the facts they acquire
into meaningful rditionships of various sorts that will help them
understand and explain more fully some part of their personal or
social existence.

Thus, if you wish to help students under'stand themstIves and their
world more completely, you must go beyond helping students learn
'facts. You must also help them acquire knowledge that ismore widely
applicable to other people, other times, and other places = in short,
you must help them to-acquire concepts and generarizatiobs.
(11, p. 57)
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.Unlike facts, concepts are definitional in nature They are categories
that represent characteristics common to several events, objects, or indi-
viduals. They are invented, symbolic mental constructions that attempt to
give order to reality Concepts, further, have many uses and effects DeCecco

and Crawford (7) suggest the following-

P' Concepts help us to deal with the tremendous complexity of our
environment/and to reduce it to manageable proportions by

classifying objects, events, ideas, or individuals
2. Concept'sThelp us to identify and make sense out of the various

objects we find around us.
3 Concepts reduce the necessity for continual relearning since

concepts can be applied to a large number of examples.

4 Concepts help in solving problems because objects are placed

in understandable categories
5 Concepts make more complicated instruction and explanation

possible.
6, Concepts can be stereotypes, implying several characteristics
7 Concepts represent our picture of reality and thus describe our

world for 14. (From Fraenkel's summary [11, pp.64-68])-

Concepts, therefore, are an efficient and powerful tool for treating content in

the classroom.
s&hile concepts in part classify relationships among facts, general'-

.
zations/ express relationships among concepts Like facts, generalizations
can be supported or refuted via observable ev'idence and offer insights into
the way the world works- They are aids to thinking and understanding by
describing data, but they also give structure to information The more facts
to be found to support the relationships described in a generalization, the
more warranted the generalization is considered to be Key generalizations
are important tools in all content areas for all levels. ,

-

To complete this section, at least blief mention should be made of the

six major categories of the cognitive domain developed by Bloom and
associates (5)

/

1. Knowledge --r- he ability to remember previously learned mate-
rial. .

2. Comprehension the ability to grasp the meaning of material.

3. Application the ability to use learned material in new and
concrete situations.

C 43 4z)
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4 Analysis the ability to break down materialAnto its component
parts in order to 'understand its organizational structure

5 Synthesis the ability to put parts together to form a new whole,.
6 Evaluation the ability to judge the value of material fora given

purpose

These major categories, as well as their many subcategories, serge to give
direction to teachers seeking to present cognitively oriented content

SKILLS-ORIENTED CONTENT,

Teachers attempt to develop a variety of typ51 of skills in their
classrooms .While our working definition of skills-orienied content is
fairly limited that is, it seems to focus on fairly rudimentary performance-
oriented skills this section will discuss four broader groups. academic
skills, research skills, thinking skills, and psychomotor skills. The final
section of the chapter will treat social skills.

Skills allow us to use knowledge or information that has been,
acquired. Certain academic skills are crucial in any classroom Such abilities
include reading-, writing, speaking, viewing, listening, reading and in-
terpreting maps, outlining, graphing, charting, and note-taking While
teachers can test students to determine the possession of such skills, they are
more likely to note their absence When asking students to complete tasks
calling for their use

Research, skills, which constitute the second group, are also con-
spicuous when absent. Included in this group are the following, abiliiries.
to define prpblems, to formulate reasonable hypotheses, to locate and gather
relevant data, to,analy-ze data, to ev,aluate hypotheses in light of these data,
and to draw conclusions Those familiar with the inquiry method oethe
scienyific method will 'recognize the list. Those who have tried to help
students develop such abilitiei will probably agree that much time,
attention, and effort are required for students to master them

. The third group, thinkingiskills, includes such abilities as describing,
defining, classifying, by pothesizing, generalizing, predicting, comparing and
contrasting, and offering new ideas Developing these skills helping
students mentally try to make sense of their world is another task most
educators assume. Four different types or forms of thinking can be identified.

1 -Convergent thinking - occurswhen individuals organize their ideas
so that they converge or point toward-one logically correct
answer.



2. Divergent thinking occurs when there is no one' right answer and

many equally acceptable and correct answers are possible

3 Criti,al thinking occurs when individuals try to make an intelli-

gent and reasoned judgment as to which of twa-Orinore alterna-
tives is Better, using some type of criteria.

4 Creative thinking occurs when individuals attempt to originate

a ne idea not bound by logic or any other restriction. (11)

All these skills and types of thinking are closely interrelated, 'they are not
separate and distinct forms of mental activity Further, they can be used to

make sense out of information drawn from all three domains of learning Each,

therefore, seems to demand a place in the teacher's instructional planning
The final group, psychomotor skills, deals with the physical develop-

.,
ment of students Harrow (16) has organized the psychomotor domain into

six major levels, each divided into subcategories and divisions Through
guided practice and corrective feedback, learners progress from relatively

gross bodily movements to highly refined, complex, and-creative-expressive

movements Although emphasized more heavily with younger or handicapped

students and in certain subject areas,, the development of such skills has a
place in all classroom; The followingis a summary of Harrow's major levels

i
1 Reflex movements actions elicited without conscious volition in

response to some stimuli.

2. Bast, fundamental movements inherent movement patterns formed

_ from a combining of reflex movements,' the basis for complex
skilled movement. .

3. Perceptual abtlittts interpretation of stimuli from various tutidal-

Ines providing data for learners to make adjustments to their

environments.
4. Physical abilities functiona l characteristics, of organic vigor

essential to the development of highly skilled movement.

5 Skilled movements a degree of efficiency when performing com-

o plex movement tasks which are based upon inherent movement

patterns.
6. Noncliscurstve --- ommuliication through bodily movement ranging

from facial expr ions through sophisticated choreographies.

( 1 1 )
r
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AFFECTIVELY ORIENTED CONTENT

Dealing with affectively oriented content is not a new phenomenon
merican education. For years, with varying degrees of emphasis and

suc tiaChers have tried to help students develop "appropriate"
attitudes, values, and social skills, Moreover, whether planned or incidetital
to other learn experiences, students' daily school activities help shape their
emotions, attitu , feelings, and values For this reason, teachers are
Increasingly attempt' to identify elements of the affective domain and to
Improve student unders ding and achievement of selected affective,
objectives. ,

Krathwohl°(18) has descri d five major categories or levels in this
domain As with the levels of the cogni ve and psychomotor
categories are hierarchical in organization so each category is subsumed
by those following The following is a summa with examples of these
categories:

1 Receiving refers to student willingness to attend to paricular
phenomena or stimuli, e g., listening attentively; showing sensi-
tivity to human needs.

2. Responding refers to active student participation; e.g., com-
pleting assigned work, volunteering for tasks

3. Valiong concerned with the worth or value students attach to a
particular object, phenomenon, or behavior; e.g., appreciating
gobd literature, demonstrating belief in the democratic process.

4 Organizing ,- concerned with bringing together different values,
resolving conflicts between them, and beginning the building of
an internally consistent value system; e g., accepting responsi-
bility for individual behaviot, recognizing the need for balance
between freedom and responsibility.

5. Cluiracterizing by, a value or value complex having a value system
that 'controls behavior for a sufficiently long time for one to have
developed a characteristic "lifestyle"; e.g., practicing coopera-
tion in gicuicktivities;demonstrating self-reliance in working
independently.i (15)

Through modeling, yalues inculcation, values clarification, values analysis,
values neutrality, and ilk use of moral dilemmas, teachers attempt to foster
the affective growth of students.

Finally,as you may remember, :the chscussiOn of one type of skill'
development was also reserved for thil section Among the abilities students

. 4
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must develop in order to understand and control their personal life are social

skills, including cooperating harmoniously with others, contributing pro-

ductively to group tasks and discussions, working jointly with others, picking

Lip on nonverbal cues given by others,, responding helpfully to others' prob-

lems; reinforcmg another. person's strengths, dealing effectively with inter

personal conflict, and supplying leadership when and if necessary and .1',

appropriate (11, pp 9-10) Because these social sthils play such a crucial

role in the creation of a positive classroom climate, even the busiest contentes,

specialist cannot overlook them.` Nabs for their development clearly deserve

a place in the teaching and learning process as well

1

t
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CHAPTEk 5
KccrizwpoNt

A

,
.

PUkPOSES, OF INSTRUCTION

The debate ovsr the role and purpose of education in sbcie h;'s been
long and ardent Educationalt philosophers have helped give cliretieno this
discussion by applying forrIll' philosophy ,to the field of education and by
seeking to comprehend education in its entirety, interpteting it, by means of .

general Concepts to guide our choices of educational 'ends and policies:
A brief review of these analyses of contemporary education should therefore
be helpful inynderstanding the options available to pre-service and in-service

, teacheis.as t14,oreinqse for instruction., ..
, EdUcational philosophy- serves a variety of.neeas. As it searches for

'-'.'order and,AholeneWiCest's. ablishing theories, of the J.: cure of huniankind,
society, trfthe world;-Aspeculative. As it examineA the rationality. of.
ideas, mvestiga tes incongitenciesyit i ng, anddefinesend,Clarifies words
and mea ngs, itis artalytAt 9f ,rn4 kiporta ce to the classroom teacher, '.
however, its prescr;pve tiature As ikspeci 1 e ends dcedvation and
the general means tq at ti aiem?it discovers an eco ends principles fot
deciding what actions and4lalities,cgoseitkom lbw reigeoCalternativeideciding

_ are most worthwhile and why Once "thelovailinko'Pt niare.kpo' wn,i0151,
the responsibility of the classroom teaclie to' Choose° pg, them, .'.,,:,t- ,

Teachers need not, however': bgid to baeveiop tliett '...p'ettOnal:
.r.,

philOsophy of education to make their decision ,regarding thefse, ends
and means 'unaided Five contemporary e'clucatitnal Oiewpants

.

`Perennialism, Essentialism, .Progressivism, Reconstructionist and Exisien-,
tialism describe common patterns of organizatO Flo acletsm the .

more formal philosophies, these vievroints to on Npc: likaracter ..
because they are largely conditioned by experie ce; unique eclkation..1
Thus theY;offer_ classroom teachers practical and meaningftil guidelines..t'
Table 5-1 provides an activity that you can use to begin to sift througir the
tenets'Czif these five viewpoints. . .,,

11.4i
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Table 51
Contemporary Educational Viewpoints Inyentory*

irections." Mark the response that best explains your reactions to each

tatement. Mark SA if you strongly agree, A if you moderately agree, U if you

re undecided, D if you moderately disagree, and SD if you strongly disagree

r

SA A U D SD

Despite differing envirdnments, human nature

remains the same everywhere; hence education

should be the same for everyone '
It is the educator's task to Impart knowledge of

eternal truth

3 Education is not an imitation-of life, but a

preparation for it
4 Students should study the great works of

literature, philosophy,thistory, and science in

which humans through the ages have revealed

heir greatest aspirations and achievements.

earning, of its very nature, involves hard work

d often unwilling application
Initiative in education should be with the

cher rather than the pupil

7 T heart of the educational process is the

inflation of prescribed subject matter.
81)1Th school should retain traditional methods- of

me al discipline
9 Ed ation is always in the process of develop-

\ men and mat be ready t 4,,modify methods and

poke light of new Knowledge and changes

in t environment,

:10 Educ ion should be life itself, not a preparation

rot liv g
11 Learn' should be directly related to the

inter of the child,

42. Lcamin through problem solving should take

precede c over inculcating subject matter,
13 The teac er's role is not to direct, but to advise

14 Educatio must commit itself to the creation of a

new soci order that will fulfill the basic values

of our cul urc and at the same time harmonica

with thre &dying social and economic forces

of the m n 'world

15 The ehild, c school, and education itself arc

conditioned nexorably by social and cultural

forces.

*Based oh Johnson, et al (17)
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Table t-1 Continued

SA A U D SD

16. The means and ends of:education must be com-
pletely refashioned to meet the demands of the
present culturalcrisis and to accord with the
findings of the behavioral sciences.

17 Education should emphasize deep personal
reflection on one's commitments and choices

18 By the choices we make, we create a personal.
definition We are what we choose to be.
Education should allow and support this

19. While we live in a world of physical realities
and while we have developed useful and
scientific knowledge about these realities, the
most significant aspects of our lives are personal
and nonscientific

20. Teaching methods should focus on'a questioning
process aimed at encouraging self-definition

a

Statements 1 through 4 reflect beliefs consistent ,with the Perennialist
viewpoint Perennialists call for allegiance to absolute principles and feel
that permanence is more real and more desirable than change. They believe
that the aim of education in every age and in every society should be to impart
knowledge of eternal.trhth, the knowled*found in the study of the "great
works In this view, the teacher's job Is to cultivate students' rationality
and desire for learning through external discipline and control.

Statements 5 through 8 summarize Essentialist beliefs. According to
this view schools exist to conserve our heritage and transmit knowledge of
the physical world. This view emphasizes traditional, prescribed subject

. matter, learned systematically and completely, and traditional methods of
mental discipline, enforced by a teacher who WitIcIS great authority. A
reduced attention to "intellectual" education, a willingness to use knowl-
edge to help students adjust to the contemporary world, anda more diverse,
less elite, conceptualization of the goals of education 'distinguish Essentialism
from Perennialism.

Statements 9 through.13 present some of the major benefits of the
Progressive viewpoint. In this view, education is a dynamic process, con-
stantly changing o meet the needs of the contemporary scene. Teachers of less
authoritarian bent lead students to interpret their real experiences. Through
problem solving and other process- and skill-focused strategies employed in a

-5 0



setting stressing cooperation rather than competition, students have some

choice in what they must learn. Thus they strive to learn because they need and

want to learn, not because someone else thinks they should.

, Statements 14 through 16 summarize Reccinstructionist beliefs
Following Progressive methods, Reconstructionists seek to use the schools

to build a new and more equitable society Accordingly, teachers of this

view attempt to convince students of the validity andzgency of the Recon-

structignist solution, but they do so with scrupulous regard for democratic

principles.
-

Finally, statements 17 through 20 recount' key educational beliefs
of Existentialism Less a formal philosophy or viewpoint than a systematic
way of examining life in a personal manner, Existentialism is concerned-with
the individual and his/her control over his/her destiny Because of heavy
emphasis on self definition throughauthentic" choices, proponents advocate
a curriculum of experiences and subjects that lend themselves to philosophic
dialogue, conscious analysis, and thoughtful choice-making The teacher's role

in this view is necessarily nondirective (17)
While these fairly traditional classifications may be quite helpful

. for defining a personal_. view of the nature and purpose of education, other
approaches to this task are possible For example, Searles (29) has proposed
a particularly insightful scheme to analyze and classify the purposes of
instruction. Table 5-2 (on p 52) includes elements of his Five Searchefl for

Teaching and Learning
Searles suggests two possible Latin roots for the word "education

Some say the word derives from "educate" which means "to mold",
others.say the derivation is from "educere" which means to "lead
out." The difference to school and instruction is 'obvious. . .

Examination of the various schools about schooling shows a con-
tinuum of choices for searches bound by the poles of "molding" on
the one hand and "leading out" on the other Because of the connota-
tions therein, the one pole could be called society-centered, the other
self-centered (29, p 5)

Along the continuum stretching between these two poles, Searles
describes five searches. The first two statements of the activity in Table 5-2
reflect views consistent with the first of these searches, the search for
conformity. Those who believe ,in this search emphasize the need for students

to. "fit," to live according to. society's rules. The curriculum and teaching
methods would be chosen to reflect this need to prepare students for society

through conformity.
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Table_ 5-2

Five Searches for Teaching and Learning*

Directions. Mark the response that best explains your reaction to each
,..statement Mark SA if you strongly agree, A if you moderately agree, U if you '

are undecided, D if you moderately disagree, and SD if you strongly disagree

SA A D SD

Society is superior to the individual
2 The function of the school is to prepare Indy

viduals for smith, through conformity
3 The function of the school is to relate a certain

amount of information which is basic and neces-

sary for particular purposes

4 Education should focus on how to pass on

information, not how to use it
5 KnOwledge ( understanding), not the pieces of

information composing it, should he the central
focus of schooling

6 4 he emphasis in schooling should be away from
memorization toward inquiry, discovery, and

investigative methods which make students think

at higher cognitive revels 'process focus

7 Students should be guided toward learning to

survive in society 1)t applying skills and abilities
which the school has enabled them to learn

8 Education should deal with the arts and skills

.of survival both in an individual and societal
(cukural) context.

9 Education should emphasize the search for

freedom of the individual within society
10 Education should encourage the individual to

become selfdirected, selfmotivated. self-

actualized

*Based on Searles (29)

Statements 3 and 4 present key concerns of the search for information,
Believers in this search view the student as an information (data) processing
animal receiving impulses through the five senses They see the human
brain as analogous to a computer, storing and organizing bits and pieLes of

information for later use. The function of the. school,sand the teOcher is to
prOv ide this information. The emphasis is on how to pass on the information,

not how, to use,it. ,
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Statements 5 and 6 describe the search for knowledge, This search

involves the active process of relating bits of informatipn to provide structures
of knowledge Know ledge itself becomes the central focus, emphasis is away
from memorization toward inquiry, discovery,' and other investigate e
methods which make students think at higher cognitive levels This is the

creative act of relating new information, to the old and creating new ideas
Statements 7 and 8 retied the search for competinice In this search,

the teacher prov ides an environment in which students can learn basic skills

and a dales v.' Inch w ill allow them to compete and survive in society, The

progra focuses on the development of coping skills those needed to handle
k,

individual stresses ..,-- including clecimonmaking, problem anak sis, gaming,

learning to learn, and a tolerance for ambiguity
Statements 9`and 10 concern the other Olt position, the search for

self. This search emphasizes all elements of human'development cognitive,

affective, physical, and social and encourages individuals to become self

directed, self-motivpted, and self-actualaecl It is based on the idea that
humans are free to follow the dictates of their conscience, seeking self-

acceptance on their own standards rather than acceptance by others on theirs

The contemporary educational viewpoints and Searles'ssSearches,
then, can.help give direction to the chince ofeduc'ationai goals and /purposes

Bs choosing one of these instructional emphases or by combi°r;ing one or mare

into a personal statement of instructional purpose, teachers can develop yet

another enotherelement nec ssary to understanding the teaching andlearning process
N.,

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION(

Although space limitations do not permit a rev ievv,of all the iniethods,

strategies, and techniques available to the classroom teacher, it is important

to consider, at _least briefly, the implications of teacberlhoices of these
approaches for planning and implementing instructional programs There-

fore, sthis'section will discuss three broad classification schemes,
First, methods chosen may differ4n the degree to which they plan or

allow student participation. McKeachie (21) has defined two differing

perspectives, instructor-centered and student-centered methods Table 5-3

summarizes the dimensions of their differences.
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Table 5-3

,Differences Between Instructor Centered and Student-Centered
Methods of Instruction*

InstructorCentered

Goals.
I Determined by instruct 1

2 Emphasis upon intellectual changes 2

3 No attempt to develop group.co-
hesiveness, 3

SfudentCentered

Determined by the group
Emphasis also on affective and atti-
tudinal changes
Attempts to develop group cohesive-
ness,

Classroom Activities

1 Much Instructor participation
2 Instructorstudent interaction
3' Instructbr corrects, criticizes, or

rejects eironeousAor irrelevant student

contributions
4 Instructor determines activities
5 Discussion kept on course activities
6 Traditional use of tests pnd grades
7 Instructor responsible for evaluation.
8 Instriicior avoids` nterpretation of

feelings.

'Based onMCKeachie (21, pp 65-76)

1 Much stud t participation
2. Student,sty interaction
3 instructor lecepts and works with

erroneous or irrelevant student
contributions

4 Group decides own activities
5 Discussion of personil experiences

encouraged
6 DeemphasisTosftek`and grades

° 7 tudtnts share responsibility for
uation.

8 I tructor interprets-feelings and ideas
of class members when necessary for
class progress

The purpose of student-centered methods is to break away from the
traditional teacher-dominated Classroom and to encourage greater student
responsibility and partitTpation. While retaining authority in such class-
rooms, the teacher delegates much responsibility to students and surrenders
the authoritarian role common to the instructorcentered classroom. In his
review of.the research on these two methods, gaceachie (21, pp;;;6-77)
found that student-centered instruction fared well when compared to
instructor-centered teaching. He found student, centered methods to be
superior ii developing the ability to apply concepts and in fostering attitudes,
motivation, and group membership skills. Student-centered classroOrns
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also evidence more higherlevel cognitive growth.° Finally, McKeaChle also

disproved the suggestion that student-centered methods might be 'less effec-

tive than instructorcentered methods in achieving loweror.dei cognitive

objectives

The choice of instructorcentered vs student-centered discussion
thus appears to'depend upon one's goals The entire highly one values

outcomes going beyond knowledge acquisition, the more iikely. that
student-centered methods will be preferred (21, p. 76)

Again, the choice: is one for Asch teacher to make
A second broad' scheme for classifying approaches to instruction

focuses on the style of instruction Table 5-4 lists the elements of two styles,

expository and inferential

. Table 5-4
TWo Styles of Instruction

A Expository Style

4 Sees communication mainly from
the side of the sender (teacher)

2 Concentrates on imparting infor-

mation
3, Keeps content and sequence of

allot:pa-non under the control of

the instructor
AllAwrth'e sequencto be deter
mined by the requirments of the
subject matter

'5 Aims at the direct acquisition of
cognitive skills ''intellectual

excellence

6 is openly didactic
Thinks Of instruction as an ad-
ditive process, advancing gradu-
ally step by step

8 Appeals at all points to the
learner's rationality

9. Believes it is not, safe to leave
the learner to his or her own
devices

Inferential Style

.1 Tries to see communication from
the slkof the receiver (learner)

2 Relies more on giving instructions
which encourage self-directed inquiry

3 Delegates control to students
wheiever and whenever possible

4 Makes allowance for the individual
learner's psychological needs

5 Indirectly inculcates values and at-

titudes "moral excellence

6 Resorts to heuristic methods
7 Answer; to a cyclical principle

the sudden apprehension of wholes

8 Engages the learner's sympathy

9 Believes that undeguiciance the
learner can look after himself or

herself

55,
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Lecture, lecture-recitatioh, drilling, directive questioning, and heavy
reliance on textbooks and structured assignments are examples of the fairly
traditional expository style' Inquiry, discovery ,,student centered discussion,
simulations, valuing, brainstorming, and independent study, on the other
hand, serve as examples of the inferential style

Bergquist and Phillips (2) suggest this final classification scheme for
looking at the complex phenomenon that is instruction Basing their outline
in part on a threefold distinction suggested by Axelrod ( I ), they developed
descriptions of what are.essentially three basic configurations of teacher
types, student learning styles, educational em ironments, and content. orien-
tations Although written to describe teaching and learning at the higher
education level, the three configurations clearly have value for teachers at
other levels as well

Lontenrcentered teaching and learning, The primary task in this mode
of teaching and learning is to yerlhe material ola course or disci-
pline in a coherent and syst c manner. The content of various
courses within a discipline is us lly kept chscrete, and the organi-
zation of the discipline is ordered in generally the same way in
most colleges and universities The teacher is viewed as expert,
formal authority, or "priest", the most compa' tible students are
those Who exhibit competitive or dependent learning styles The
goals of courses with this orientation Care usually set 1)% the demands
of the material, evaluation is usually objective and performance
is measured against the material Lectures and formal discussions
are the usual method of instruction The content of these courses
is primarily cognitively and/or skills oriented, and the environment
will "'probably either Ix oriented toward the teacher as a source
of information or will be automated.

Insthictocentered teaching and learning In this mode of' teaching and
learning, attention is most often focused on the instructor, not
primarily as a source of information, but as a model of theway one
should approach a particular. field or discipline. The best ways of
understanding and handling the concepts of the course are demon-
strated by the instructor's own behavior and personality 1 he teacher
is usually viewed as a socializing agent or ego ideal, he is a "shaman."
and performer, when particularly talented, he can he very charis-
matic He, may make dramatic use of- the lecture format, while
discussion sessions tend to be oriented toward him Studenti who are
highly dependent will rather noncritically embrace this mode,
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participant students will approve of this mode if the. instructor
appears to be competent, the discouraged worker may find this mode

comfortable if the Instructor pays some attention to him Both the

goals 'and standards of evaluation are usually set by the teacher,'

often-In a subjective manner The content of these courses, though

often cognitively oriented, may have an important affective com-

ponent The environment may be either teacher or interaction-
oriented, with the focus in the latter case clearly on the teacher

Sitident-,enteral tea,hing and learning This kind of teaching and learning

emphasizes the intellectual training and or personal growth of

the students The teacher acts primarily as a facilitator and as a

person in relationship to students who arc collaborative or inde-
pendent This mode is also appropriate for the avoidant student

if he gives the experience a chance. Rather heavy emphasis is often

given in this mode to establishing learning contracts between teacher

and student which enable them to define specific learning goals,

resources, and means of evaluation which are uniquely tailored for

each student The teaching methods most frequently used are
student-run discussions, group discussions, role plays, simulations,

field work, and independent study The content here will- be either

cognitively or ,affectively oriented (or both), and the environments

may be interaction-oriented, student-oriented, sheltered experience-
oriented, or experience oriented. (2, p 18)

For the convenience of the reader, Table 5-5 presents these three

ccofigurations in graphic form By reviewing your responses to _activities

in which you assessed your teaching style ( Table 3-3), the style of educational

environment you use most frequently (Table 3-2), and your content orienta:

tion (Table 4-1), and after evaluating yqur preference for certain types of

students ( based on the Grasha and Riechmann descriptions included as

part of chapter 2), you should be able to place yourself 3enerall5r into one

of the three .co,nfigurations

A

_ . .
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Table 5-5

Three Basic Configurations of Teacher, Environment, Content,
and Student Styles*

Type

Style

\I

Content-Centered
Teaching and Learning

(focuses on teacher

as giver.of information)

InstructorCentered
Teaching and Learning

(teacher more a

model than source

of inforrnatioct)

Studeni&iitered
Teaching and Learning

(eniphasizes intellec-

tual training and/or
personal growth of

students) .

Teaching

Typology
Expert .

Forinal authority ;-
Socralizingiigent
Ego ideal

Ficilitator
Person

Educational

Environment

.

Teacheronented

Automated

.

Teacheronented
Interaction-oriented

. (If focused on

teacher) t -

.

Interaction-oriented

'Student-oriented

Sheltered experience..

oriented

Experienceoriented

Instructional

Content
.

Cognitively oriented
kills-oriented

Cognitively oriented
Affective ly oriented

(as relates to
teacher) -

Cognitively oriented
Affectively oriented

Learning

Style
Competitive
Dependent

.

Participant
AvOidant

-Collaborative
Independent

Avoidant

*Based on Bergquist and Phillips (2, pp I7 -719)

GROUP PROCESSES

Two.decades ago-Getzels and Thelen made some importantpbserva-
tions on the classroom gfoup as a social syitem Thescincluded the fdllowing.

r.

1 The classroom is an "accidental" collection of persons having
°little or no legitimate recourse from participating in "a priori"
goals and procedures of the school.

2. In addition to the problem of relating one's self to the associations
and activities required in the classroom, each individual must also
"gear in" his or her own needs, goals, and attitudes to the way
of,life that is prescribed in the classroom.

3. The teacher is in almos t absolute power in the sense that the only
power students may legitimately have over the classroom group

kJ.



is that permitted or delegated by the teacher,
4. The -accidental- and conipulsory, interaction in the classroom

maybe modified by students who set and enforce their own goals
and standards within the classroom. (12, pp. 62-65)

The dimensions of the problem generated by the "accidental" and
"enforced- nature of the classroom group and the effect of these other
-factors- on instruction and classroom learning haye received increased
attention in,recent years

As Schmuck and Schmuck (28) have pointed out in their outstanding

hook on this topic, the classroom is not a depersonalized setting Rather,

it is charged with emotion between teachers and students and between
each*student and his or her peers' Teaching and learning, therefore, are
compTementary acts that involve a variety of interpersonal processes -

When this process takesplace in the classroom, it is complicated and
affected by the relationships among students, and between the
students and the teacher. In some classrooms the learning process
is enhanced by peer relationships that actively support a productive
learning atmosphere, in others, it is inhibited by peer relationships
The teachers instructional style and the curriculum, the student's
feeling's aboui Thinself and his academic gbilities, and the natures
of the interpersonal relationships in the classroom are major influ-
ences on this teaching-learnmg process. (28, p.3)

Because of the "accidentaP nature of their canposition, classroom
units are not necessarily groups. Each varies on a dimensicp which may be

called."groupness- the ability of teacher and students in a teaching and
learning setting to create a positive classroom climate In such a climate

students share high amounts of pOtenpal influence with one another and

the teacher, high levels of attraaton exist for lie group as a whole and between

'classmates, norms are supportive for getting academic wo one, as well as for

maximizing individual differences, ominunication is pen and featured by
dialogue, and the processes of working and developing together as a group are
considered relevant for study in themselves. It is the style of relating among

members of the classroom group 28).
Most classroom research corroborates the view that a positive class-

4 room climate enhances students' self-esteem and thereby improves their
academic performance. For example, researchers have found that

1. 'Classrooms are more productive when leadership is executed by
many members of the class unit. In classrooms where only a few
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students are able to influence others, powerlessness and negative
feelings about self and'school result.

2 If students feel liked and respeeVcfrthey will be more likely to
behave in:ways which make them worthy of the hiking and respect

of others When the classroom environment is filled with anxiety,
hcfistility, and self-doubt, students will behave in unconstructive
and unproductive ways

3 Classrooms in which there is tone of encouragement and
flexibility rather than -one of restraint and rigidity in group

'norms are more productive
4 'Communication patterns that are open that involve high

amounts of lively dialoggue and feedback lead to more learning
than do communication patterns that are restricted -where
Members hesitate and hold back from speaking, where little
empathy and involvement exist, and where the teacher does
most of the talking

5 th levels of cohesiveness toward productive goals are sup-
. portive of classroom learning. (28)

The teacher interested in improving the learning of all students will be welt
advised, ihstefam!io consider these informal ;elationships in planning the
snore formal instructiondl program ,

DEVELOPING A PERSONAL MODEL

For years curriculum theorists have attempted to describe accurately
and succinctly the process that is teaching and learning. This publication
has used two fairly broad models to give structure to this discussion. Searles'

System of Instruction and the author's Model of the Teaching and Learning
Process It has alsb examined several models describing the more specific
acmities of tie instructional process A brief discussion of two additional
models follows.

Popham and Baker (25) have proposed a Goal-Referenced Instruc-
tional Model', a scheme featuring four essentially distinct operations. Figu're
5-1 .(on p 62) presents their model and the courses of action dictated by
evaluation' of results chrough the model.

The Popham Ind Baker model emphasizes the teacher's intellectual
decisionmaking prior to and after instruction, it is really more a planning
and assessment model than a teaching procedure scheme The teacher first
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re,

speafies the objectives of instruction in -terms of learner behavior, next

pre-assesses students as to their current status with respect to those objec-

tives, then designs ips9uctional activities to biing about the intended
objectives, and, finally, evaluates students' attainment of objectives When
the specified objectives are not achieved, Popham ancr Baker assume this
reflects inadequacies in instruction and requires revision in teaching plans

or implementation If the objectives are achieved, the teacher should briefly

celebrate his or her accomplishmentsand consider the possibility of aug-

menting the objectives in order to accomplish even more (25, pp 143-17)

Pierce and Lorber (24) in their Logical Instruction Motet have
offered a similar but more precise model The LIM builds upon ;he work of

Popham and Baker and diagrams schematically .a foundation for the teaching

and learning process that is more complete and self-explanatory gin most
other models Figure 5-2 (on p. 62) presents it graphically. .

The major steps of the LIM generally parallel those of-the earlier
model The preassessment phase, however, provides additional detail
This phase. answers two specific questions and delineates two specific
courses of action, In some cases students may already' possess the required

skills or -information and aced no further instruction In a few instances,

despite careful teacher planning, students may not have acqiured the begin-

ning competencies needed for successful 0.ogress In such cases the teacher

must write remedial objectives and provide the necessary background (24,

p II) . ,

. These two \models provide a starring point for teacher efforts to

develop or refine the` model which best meets individual needs, a personal

model of teaching and learning The next chapter vvilkl provide additional.

information and direction to assist in this endeavor .
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Specification
of Objectives

If objectives are not achieved, revise

Pre assessment ----a« Instruction Evaluation

If objectives are achieved, augment

Figure 5-1
Goal-Referenced Instructional Model and Courses of Action Dictated

by Evaluation of Results*

'Popham and Baker (25. pp 13 and 17)

State precise
instructional
objectives

Preassess
1, Can student,
already achieve
the objeCtives?

state
remedial

objectives

2. Do students
need remedial

work?

Instruct

Evaluate
Can students
achieve the
bjectives?

'Repeat process

with next
objective

Figure 5-2
Logical Instruction Model*

*Pierce and t.orbir(24, p 14)
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CHAPTER 6
PRESCRIPTION, APPLICATION, AND

EVALLATION

The four preceding chapters discussed in some detail he subsets of
the Identification phase of the model for teaching and learning This chapter

will describe very briefly the remaining elements of the model To refresh
your memory, Figure 6-1 graphically depicts those elements again -

Summative Evaluation

Identification---70Pr.escription Application Evaluation

'Formative Evaluation

Figure 6-1
Elements of the Teaching and Learning Process

PRESCRIPTION

'During the Identification phase, you were asked to make a se ries of

decisions regarding the nature of (1) the learners with whom you willke
working, (2) the content with which you will be dealing, and ( 3) The process
which is instruction.Turther, you were asked to examine your role as teacher

in this process. Those detisions form the base from which planning for instfuc-

non termed here Prescription -- develops In other words, as a result of an
analysis of each of these concerns, it is possible to establish the context of

instruction to make long-range diagnoses and to set the rationale and the

goals of instruction and to move to the all-important Phase of instructional

planning or Prescription.
The elements of tjie Prescription phase are not unusual or difficult

iIt is important, however, to take care to ensure that planning is complete

The first Iltep is based on decisions made earlier during Identification
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about the content to be treated, its place in the overall curriculum, and
broad-ranging goals for instruction. Now, it is time to write specific
instructional objectives stating them in terms Of specific behaviors,
meeting the criteria of some established system for clarity, and reflecting
the orientation,of the content selected for study (cognitively oriented', skills-
oriented, affectiyely oriented; or some combination .thereof) Further, the
objectives should match the rationale and goals of instruction and should
be suited to the age, grade level. and interest of students

Draw mg from the long-range diagnosis that is part of Identification,
then, teachers can establish the basis for indiy idualization for a unit of instruc

,tion In other words, they can use what they know about the yarying know l-
edge, interest, ability, and need ley els of individual students to determine
how to offer 'differential treatment to inch iduals or groupp of students
Diagnosis, for, example, may show that some students hay e mastered almost
all, If not all, the objectives for a unit, w Me some may have mastered
,faw, if any, Of these objectly es The majority of the class, though, will
probably be somewhere between these extremes Careful planning is neces-
sary , therefore, to match the actiyities of incy idual students to the objeLtlY es
they must vet master Because of varying student competence, relative both
to one another and to goals and objectives for study, this basis for IndIN iduali
nation should he established separately for each unit based on unit goals, as
part of a year-long, planned .program addressing many and varied goals.

Advance planning should also include procedures for implementing a

unit of instruction and for utilizing staff, facilities, resources, time, and
contracting, scheduling, and recordkeepirig devices Provisions for manage
nient and motivation'should also be considered

After examining all the various o the teacher can finally design
and create actiy Ines matched to th jectiZes yiously established, using
many kinds of available instruc al niaterials varied texts, media hard-
ware and software, programmed instruction hardware and software, library.
materials, and so forth He she should also consider a variety of learning
settings, such as large and small group instruction, independent study; and
tutorials The range of instructional methods, strategies, and techniques

" including discussion, que!stiorting, lecture, simulations, group projeLts,'"iole
-playing, and inquiry should be iliYerse enough to suit the teacher and the
cla§s Finally, there should be varied forms of evaluation. Only the bounds
of a teacher's own creativity and imagination should set the limits of the
choices available to students.
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APPLICATION

The next important phase is the implementation of the teacher's plans

If each objects e has a choice of actRities, an interesting fuitnat for both
teacher and students is possible The teacher may list objectives in graphic
form including the activ Ines designed to meet each objec'tive With this mode
of instruction, the number and nature of'both objectives and activities, of
course, are subject to individual preference and should be matched to the

nature of the unit and to the skills and experience of teacher and students
"...As a first step in implementing such a design, students would have the

opportunity to study the objecme and actnity chart Vv'hat the student does

with the chart depends upon the teacher's plans for the unit The teacher
may decide to completely prescribe a student's program, based on diagnostic
data, that is, the teacher would indicate the objectives the student needs
to meet and then choose tJ1e activities best suited to the particular student's

abilities, interests, and needs.
While this method is an ideal use of diagnostic data, it allows the

individual student little freedom of choice An alternate method is to indicate

-to the student the,object iv es still' to be met and to allow him or her free choice

of activities to meet the objectives, assuming that the student will select
those activities best suited to his or-her needs It is possibe to use each of
these methods at different times or to combine the two.

When using such a format, the teacher must consider at least two
problems. First, the system is not practical without a clear and fully devel-
oped form, for contracting, scheduling, and recording student work One
teacher cannot keep tack of the work of 25 to 35 students without such
help. The second problem.concerns the need to keep students together as a
class group. With rattily self-paced instruction, some students will move

li

ahead of others in the class, and group-oriented activ.i ties will be lost

- Figure 6-2 presents a plan to deal with such problems This design'pro-
vides both flexibility for individuals and control over the class as a group

O
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Contract work,
other activities,
help,others

Figure 6-2
Flow Chart of Students' Progress in Charted' Activities*.

*Blue (6).
c ;

EVALUATION

The final phase of the model is Evaluation. Two forms of evaluation,
formative and summative, will be treated here. (As you will remember, the
earlier chapters on Identification included diagnostic evaluation see
especially chapter 2.)-

Formative evaluation assesses the progress of instruction as it is taking
place. While teachers frequently exhibit such behavior as they "think
on their feet" in presentinga classroom activity, for example, less frequelitlY
do they use a systematic approach to find out if they are moving toward
their goalsias efficiently and directly as possible. The use of tests and other
techniques/ to provide feedback dunng instruction, to 'modify instruction,
and to evaluate podifieations of instruction, however, is an important coin-

.
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ponent Of the teaching and learning process. Few instructional Plans are

perfect, and even fewer plans are applied perfectly It therefore .becomes

necessary to gather% inforinatioasontinuously , formally ae informally, in

order to make adjustments in one's desigt(for Identification, Prescription,

and Application. Plans for Evaluation, moreover, should also be subject tb

the same continuous .st-rutiny .
Teachers are constantly receiving informal feedback upon which to

base formative evaluation Blank faces, slouching bodies, tappipg pen91s,

noisy classroonls:--- all are spealcang to theobservant, concerned teacher They

call for changes in some element of the instructional process \'
More formal measurement of student growth isago possible Through

tit systematized obsery ationa.:1 techniques, teachers care evaluate student progress

Through the use of tests and other evaluative devices during the'colirse of a

unit of work, teachers can determine where instr ion has or has not been

effective Through the use Of student evaluative feet instruments, rating

scales, and questiOnnaires, teachers can give students the opportunity to offer -,

their opinions on the unit's -progress and the teacher's-performance ,Such

student evaluationk.oflteachers should of course be the private property of

individual teachers for'their own use, they should not be used as part of the,,
'formal evaluation. process of teachers for purposes of retention, tenures-or
promotion. Finally, student self-evaluationsvn provide thednst,ructor with

one other piece of information for use, in redesigning an educational plan

Surnmative' evaluation determinei§ whether instruction his been
successful after completion of 4he instructional program According to this

brOad definition, it refers to virtually all techniques Aced by teachers to .

measure student growth as a result of insactional and other related activities ,
It, too, can be both informal.and formal Because of the demands of grading

'and reporting, however, most teachers tend to employ fairly formalmeasure-

ment techniques to gather' ata for summative evaluation These techniques

serve to assess student development with more precision and to Provide the,'

information necessa ry'for designing subsequent units. of instruction_

I '
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APPENDIX -

S.UpPLEMENTAL SOURCES

This brief book has examined ilnd analyzed key elements of the
teaching and learning proCess By design:some phases of the process received
more attention than others In no case, however, was the treatment of a topic
exhaustive Fortunately, other sources of information are a; al table to supple=
ment this discussion When cotnbined with the 'references cited in each
chapter, these sources providt materials for a fairly extensive review- of
selected elements of the teaching and learning process.

T se entries are arranged alphabetically' Numbers in 'parentheses
following ce tain entries, indicite chapters to, which the source refers.
WItenno cha ter is cited, the, work is of general value.
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